Solid-density plasma nanochannel generated by a fast single ion in condensed matter.
A plasma model of relaxation of a medium in heavy-ion tracks in condensed matter is proposed. The model is based on three assumptions: the Maxwell distribution of plasma electrons, localization of plasma inside the track nanochannel, and constant values of the plasma electron density and temperature during the x-ray irradiation. The model of multiple ionization of target atoms by a fast projectile ion is used to determine the initial conditions. An analysis of the results of the calculations performed makes it possible to define when the atomic relaxation model is a very rough approximation and the plasma relaxation model must be used. It is demonstrated that the plasma relaxation model adequately describes the x-ray spectra observed upon interaction of a fast ion with condensed target. The comparison with the experimental data justifies the reliability of the plasma relaxation model. Preassumptions of plasma relaxation model are validated by the molecular-dynamics simulation. An x-ray spectral method based on the plasma relaxation model is proposed for diagnostics of the plasma in fast ion tracks. The results obtained can be useful in examining the initial stage of defect formation in solids under irradiation with single fast heavy ions.